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Abstract
declare that it is theoretically possible to replicate I have called “cellular dust animation”. Every living thing that has ever existed 
has left its genetic footprint on this earth in the form of the every extinct plant or animal that ever was by what ubiquitous 
cellular dust [microzymas]. From the Tyrannosaurus Rex to The Neanderthal, from the sabre toothed tiger to the dodo-their 
remains float around us, invisible to the naked eye. Years ago, Michael Crichton penned the sci-fi novel Jurassic Park. It told of 
extinct animals brought to life by cloning via blood in mosquitoes entombed in amber. How primitive and cumbersome! 

The Ignored Ingredient In The Miller-Urey Experiment

“There are over fifty organic compounds that are the building blocks (of life). Only two of these fifty occurred among the 
preferential Miller-Urey products.” - Dr. Robert Shapiro, New York University.

That the life, wellbeing (or otherwise) and death of all living things is ultimately governed by the state and activity of the 
microzymas/cellular dust thereof. There were obviously some microzymas in Miller’s contraption (if not he wouldn’t have 
gotten ANY results at all). However these were obviously in a far from ideal state of coordination. I hereby call for a new 
experiment to be carried out. This time, though, the microzymas will be the only ingredients. But before this experiment 
is carried out the microzymas must be understood. A good step in understanding cellular dust behaviour will be to utilize 
Ramanujan’s summation, which is currently being used to understand String Theory. If such an experiment succeeds it will be 
proof positive of the cellular dust hypothesis/microzyman theory of origin.

The Comparative Necropsy and Inquest of Mister “U”

I present for your consideration the hypothetical case of a very unlucky man. Let us call him Mister “U” [“U” for Unlucky]

How did Mr U die?

“The cold virus and the pneumonia bacteria did him in” says the Germ theorist. “The dust and pepper inhalation which irritated 
his throat and nasal cavity coupled with cold and hunger did him in” says the Terrain theorist. “A complex combination of dust, 
pepper, cold, exposure, bacteria, viruses, malnutrition (starvation) and the psychosomatic stress of the harrowing kidnapping 
did him in” says The Germ terrain Duality Theorist.

AIDS Enigma

75% of babies born to HIV positive mothers are HIV negative! This is a function of terrain. No other explanation is possible. The 
reverse has been known to happen also! [18-20] The Germ-Terrain duality theory of disease states that the etiology of certain 
diseases/diseased states is better explained as a complex interplay between germs and the inherent anatomical/physiological 
integrity of the body cells. It argues that the etiology of certain diseases is not fully explained merely by the presence of germs 
(Germ Theory) or by a mere loss of cellular integrity (Terrain Theory). As a result the prevention and treatment of such diseases 
should focus not just on fighting germs but on maintaining/restoring the anatomical/physiological cellular integrity. The Germ-
Terrain duality theory is a harmonization of the current Germ Theory (popularized by Louis Pasteur) and the hitherto discarded 
Terrain Theory (popularized by Pierre Bechamp).
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